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1. ^ : 1x8=8

Choose the correct answer :

(a) 'MMRirjlX I
Epistemology studies reality/knowledge.

(b) I

Philosophy studies reality/appearance/
both.

(c) TrlP^ I
Hume was a rationalist/an empiricist
philosopher.
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( 2 ) ( 3 )

(d)

(e)

(f)

Critique of Pure Reason

Critique of Pure Reason was written by
John Locke/Immanuel Kant.

CvS^/^T^ I

"Understanding makes nature" is the
statement of Descartes/Kant.

*1^ 1^ (Sti^ ̂  ̂ (Slf^ ft

"Whatever real is rational and whatever
rational is real." The statement is of
Hegel/Kant.

(g) ^ "snsiT i

Time/Space has one dimension.

William James supports the coherence
theory/pragmatic theory of truth.

2- ̂  OSW 1SpiI (ft .
Wnte short notes on (any ̂ e) :
(a)

Scope of phUosophy
(b) ^Wiv© «n^c||

Innate ideas

24P/28

4x5=20

dl

(c) c'itn «n (51"^)

Secondary qualities (Locke)

(d)

Naive realism

(e)

Conceptual time

(f) W5I

Pragmatic theory of truth

3. ft ? Sl^pft 2fPT^<pvsi
I  3+10=13

What is Philosophy? Discuss about the
nature and releyance of philosophy.

Or

ft ? ̂r*(^ ft̂ Fl^ '>&iKaiibHi

3+10=13

What do you mean by Philosophy? Discuss
the relation and difference of philosophy with
science.

4. Rj)lc^ ^ft'oavsHur

^ I 13.

Discuss empiricism as a theory regarding the
origin of knowledge.
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( 4 )

"imr/or

C^R?

"siva^l*?^ I 1+12=13

Who is the founder of critical theory of
knowledge? Discuss briefly the critical
theory.

5. w\

^ I 13

Explain critically John Locke's theory of
Scientific Realism.

WM!/ Or

Discuss Hegel's objective idealism.

6. m ^iwrd^

^snMM I 3+10=13

What are the categories of knowledge?
Discuss Hume's view regarding substance.

Or

13

CrlticaUy explain the correspondence theory
of truth.
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